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Quanta Networks, a Canadian-based Telecom company and Hundo P, a SuperApp developed by founder
Darryl Mack, are announcing their joint technology partnership.
Two disruptors in the industry, both companies are looking to change the landscape in the technology
sector.
Quanta Networks will seek to provide both technology infrastructure and equity funding for the
technology firm. The Hundo P SuperApp has enlisted celebrity partners to elevate awareness of the
Hundo P brand. Hundo P will draw on the celebrity’s audience to create brand awareness for the Hundo
P ecosystem.
Hundo P’s SuperApp will be the premiere built-in app featured on Quanta Networks’ Emergency Mobile
Phone. The Emergency Mobile Phone will provide a cost-effective solution to both families and
businesses. Quanta’s “tower-free” technology does not rely on cell towers thus ensuring around the
clock service whether it’s a remote/rural location or during an unforeseen crisis. The Emergency Mobile
Phone ensures mobile connectivity which will provide parents peace of mind when trying to reach their
children and elderly parents/relatives. It will also serve as a business continuity solution for businesses
during a crisis and/or emergency.
Quanta Networks along with Hundo P are not creating the roadmap, they are the roadmap. Quanta
Networks’ virtually un-hackable identity security and next-generation digital currency solutions will
power Hundo P’s SuperApp, VR, and online gaming experience to the next level of technological
greatness.

Humberto Varela, CEO, Quanta Networks:
“Quanta and Hundo P teaming up is un-precedented. We are two disruptive technology companies
coming together to create an e-commerce, social media and entertainment “end game”. Hundo P’s
next-generation user environment underpinned by Quanta’s bulletproof mobile and currency
technologies are an unbeatable combination.”
For Quanta Networks information: info@quantanetworks.ca
Darryl Mack, CEO, Hundo P:
We are excited about the opportunities to work with Quanta Network to bring to market their amazing
alternative emergency phone by using our global branding marketing and technology.
For Hundo P information: info@hundopinc.com

